Objective
The objective of the workshop is intended to provide hands on experience to the researchers / teachers those who are working in the area of wireless sensor networks and cloud computing.

Contents
Cloud Computing:
- Cloud Basics
- Virtualization in cloud
- Cloud middleware
- Cloud management and Security
- Applications of cloud and Research perspective.

Wireless Sensor Networks:
- Recent Trends in Wireless Sensor network

Speakers
Experts from Anna University Chennai and CDAC Chennai.

Eligibility
Participants should be a researcher / faculty in any university, AICTE approved institutions or research organizations from the concerned domain.

Registration
Total number of participants is restricted to 30 members. No registration fee will be charged from the participants. No accommodation will be provided.

Confirmation by the participants is to be made after the selection intimation from the organizers. Which will posted in the website www.mitindia.edu.

Computer Centre
Computer Center is a technology provider to students, researchers and teaching community to fulfill their computational, technological and internet requirements. The Internet service is provided with wider bandwidth of 8 Mbps. To encourage ethical usage a firewall has also been installed.

Campus wide network comprising of a very high bandwidth (2G) fibre optic backbone which provides a strong connectivity in nook and corner of the vast campus. Recent Accomplishments of Center includes Video-On-Demand, Video Conferencing & Wi-Fi connectivity throughout the campus.

Important dates
Due date for Receipt of application : 10th May 2011
Selection intimation by the organizers : 13th May 2011

Registration Form
To download the registration form click here.

Mailing Address
The Coordinators,
Computer Centre
Madras Institute of Technology
Anna University Chennai
Chromepet, Chennai -600 044
Email:ccworkshop@mitindia.edu
Phone no: 044 – 22516008, 22516013